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extend the benefits of dental health to the greatest number, declares
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(e) To encourage the free exchange of ideas and experiences in the
interest of better service to the patient;

(f) To cooperate with other groups for the advancement of
interprofessional relationships in the interest of the public; and

(g) To make visible to the professional man the extent of his
responsibilities to the community as well as to the field of health
service and to urge his acceptance of them;

(h) In order to give encouragement to individuals to further these
objectives, and to recognize meritorious achievements and potentials
for contributions in dental science, art, education, literature, human
relations and other areas that contribute to the human welfare and
the promotion of these objectives — by conferring Fellowship in the
College on such persons properly selected to receive such honor.
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AARP AND DENTURISM

The American Association of
Retired Persons (AARP) is again
urging its members to support state
legislation to authorize the indepen-
dent practice of denturism.
This is poor advice. AARP mem-

bers should consider it downright
insulting for their organization to
recommend that they should
choose to have sub-standard care
performed by technicians instead
of treatment by qualified dental
practitioners.
The legalization of denturism

could have a serious detrimental
effect on the quality of denture
care. It would be a great leap
backward, undoing much of the
progress made in protecting the
public over the past fifty years
through state dental practice acts.
The main concern here should be

the quality of health care. It should
not be considered merely an eco-
nomic issue.
AARP promotes denturism as

being cost effective and a good
alternative to prosthetic treatment
provided by dentists. It urges the
public to "evaluate" the difference
in treatment by dentists and den-
turists. However, the public does
not have the expertise to make an
accurate evaluation of those dif-
ferences in education, training,
clinical experience and other nec-
essary qualifications. It is obviously
impossible for uninformed persons
to make that kind of judgment.

Unfortunately, most consumer
organizations like AARP seem to
view the subject of health care
through a tunnel that obscures all
relevant considerations except cost.

Keith P. Blair

With their minds firmly made up to
favor denturism, they do not wish
to be confused by facts related to
quality of care.

Elderly people have as much
concern for their health, comfort
and appearance as do people in any
other age category. They are very
much interested in the quality of
health care they receive and should
not be directed to look for second-
level care. Most people, including
the elderly, want what is best for
them, if they understand and per-
ceive what is best. An informed
public will choose quality in its
health care in the same way it looks
for quality in most other services
and goods that it purchases.

Actually, the percentage of older
people who wear full dentures is
declining every year as more of
them preserve and restore their
natural teeth so each year there is
less reason for even considering the
licensing of denturists.

Legislation to authorize the
independent practice of denturism,

FROM 
THE

EDITOR'S
DESK

now being proposed in several
states, varies greatly in require-
ments for licensure. Some of the
proposals are woefully weak in
protecting the public. For instance,
there may be no stated minimum
requirement for education stan-
dards, no provision for license
renewal, no limit on the number of
offices, no penalties for violation of
law or no authority to regulate
denturists after they are licensed.
Constructing dentures involves

considerably more than just filling
the space between the upper and
lower ridges and processing plastic.
The more that dentists study and
learn about fitting a dental pros-
thesis to function properly, the
more they realize the complexities
of their work. The jaws and related
structures are an extremely com-
plicated part of the body.
There has had to be a problem of

communication in this situation.
Either the dental profession has not
been reaching groups like the AARP
with all the information it supplies
to the public or the AARP has not
been listening. One of the main
thrusts for dentistry in the 1980's
should be aimed at informing con-
sumer groups about what consti-
tutes acceptable standards of den-
tal care. It is a prime challenge to
the profession to try to reach such
groups.

Dentistry would neglect its re-
sponsibility to the public if it did not
speak out against denturism. The
prime concern and the bottom line
in health care should be quality, not
lowest cost.

Keith P. Blair
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The Candid Views of Burt Press

An interview with Burton H. Press, former
President of the American Dental Association
By the Editor of the ACD Journal

Editor: Burt, now that the proposed ADA
Marketing Program was turned down by
the House of Delegates at the 1984 Meet-
ing, what is the alternative: is it marketing
by state and local dental societies?

Dr. Press: We already have several instances of
marketing programs at the constituent level, some
more successful than others. The California program,
in its third year, costing $100 extra per member,
showed a recent increase of 5.6% in patient visits.
This represents a significant financial return per
doctor on the investment made.
But there are more alternatives. We are seeing a

resultant increase in the marketing efforts of individ-
ual doctors, coalitions of dentists, and some efforts
by the more aggressive entrepreneurial dentists that
some of us find less tasteful. The ability of the
various states to avail themselves of the A.D.A.
program on a local level has proceeded in a sluggish
fashion. It will cost more individually for each state
than a combined effort at the national level.

Editor: As a 23 billion dollar industry, we
should be promoting our services, but how
can we without a national program?

Dr. Press: We should be promoting our services
regardless of the financial size of the dental profes-
sion. We need to create sufficient demand to allow
today's finely trained dentists to help the American
public achieve good oral health. This has a public
health implication. For many years, we have been
remiss in our ability to change the behavior of people

who do not value excellent oral health. So in many
ways the current "busyness crisis" brings about
some actions by the profession that are definitely in
the best interests of the American public. Your
question is whether it requires a national program.
There are growing groups of "for-profit" dental
organizations that are bringing their message to the
public using contemporary media in unique ways.
We should be willing to put up five times $125 for
five different programs targeted to five different
audiences who neglect their teeth or fail to value
their smile for different reasons. We are many years
late!

Editor: Approximately 100,000 dentists see
an average of at least 10 patients each day,
which is at least one million patients who
are a captive audience each day. If the
ADA could provide to ADA members,
through newsletters specifically written
for that purpose, suggested information to
be given to patients, this could be a great
way to reach the public with lots of dental
information. Do you think that such a plan
would be workable and successful?

Dr. Press: No. This approach is effective for lobbying—
for bringing to the attention of the public the hazards
of legislation such as that now pending which would
place a tax cap on health fringe benefits. But beyond
that, what you describe is internal marketing. That is
the essential part of anyone's marketing effort.
There's an 80:20 relationship between the importance
of internal marketing with external marketing. Den-
tists' personal success and referrals vary to the degree
that they are conscientious and thorough in the
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Burton H. Press

implementation of internal marketing. But external
marketing, in the most professional manner, to
attract the non-user and the infrequent user, to
motivate him to desire better dental health and a
more beautiful smile, and therefore to expend discre-
tionary dollars in that direction, requires efforts
beyond the confines of the dental office.

Editor: Is the solo practitioner and the
bungalow office becoming obsolete? Is the
larger clinic with many dentist-employees
the new way? Will non-dentist owners who
provide the office building, the equipment
and other facilities be the way of the
future?

Dr. Press: There are many elements to this question.
Certainly the traditional dentist of the 50's, 60's, and
70's will have trouble sustaining a similar practice.
The disease patterns have changed, so that the
services that he offers will need to vary. And his
ability to market himself and compete will be almost
impossible with the historical model. Yes, many more
dentists will be employed, and we will see more group
practices, more retail chains, more corporately based
dental clinics.

Editor: What is the reason why recent
graduates do not join the dental associa-
tion? Is it an age gap where younger
dentists don't want to participate in the
older dentists' institution? Are there philo-
sophical differences in life-styles? Is it that
the dentist who merely draws a paycheck
without the responsibilities and risks of
running a practice feels that he is just an
employee with a job, and not a colleague in
a profession? Or is it that the younger
generation people are just not "joiners" as
dentists were 20-30 years ago when 95% of
the dentists joined the ADA within one
year after graduation?
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Dr. Press: It is true that there has been an erosion
of A.D.A. membership, and that in the past several
years approximately 11,000 dentists have not re-
newed their membership. Some of us feel that this
defection will accelerate in the coming years because
of the compounding of recent events. But an under-
standing of the attitudes—the values—of contem-
porary dentists would reveal the answers. Today's
young people question "relevancy." They are less
likely to join just to be a member of the club. It's not
right or wrong—it just is. It's a sign of the times.
These young men and women are fine young
professionals—with excellent clinical skills. The truth
is that we need to appeal to them more than they
need to earn our respect. Fifty percent of the dentists
in the United States are under age 44. They are the
vitality of any potential national dental organization.
They would join quickly if they perceived that the
actions of the American Dental Association related to
their primary professional interests. So although the
A.D.A. does so much that is important for them, we
have certainly done a less than adequate job in
communicating this effectively.

Editor: What about the decline in profes-
sionalism and ethics throughout the dental
profession in recent years? The Code of
Ethics has changed remarkably under
FTC pressure and the yellow pages are
filled with display advertising. Dentistry
seems to be more of a business or trade
than a profession. Are there other factors
in society effecting this decline in profes-
sionalism and should these factors be
addressed by the profession?

Dr. Press: I don't believe there has been a decline in
professionalism and ethics! There has been a change
in definition—in perception, in what is compared
with what was. The world has changed—not just
dentists. "The public," whoever they are, has decided
in a series of social opinions and judicial opinions
that the mandate they give to professionals is to be
altered. They have stated that it is okay for us to
compete more aggressively in the marketplace in
order to lower the cost of health care, and that this
does not have to affect our professionalism. Dentistry
has always been a business as well as a profession.
When it's a "sellers market," and you have a partial
monopoly, you can give lip service to the business
side and wave banners about professionalism. Now
that it is a "buyers market," there is competition
occurring for patients, which in moderation can be
of value to the public we serve. There are no studies
that show a correlation between the quality of care
and the location of the dental practice, or the degree
of marketing performed by the professional. There
have always been better dentists and poorer dentists.

They were less blatant—less garish in their display.
But, please remember—the Supreme Court of the
United States has decided that advertising by profes-
sionals is not unethical, unless it is false or misleading
in a material respect. Many of us have failed to
recognize this to the same degree that we failed to
recognize the existence and potential benefits of
dental insurance for the first twenty years of its
incorporation into the practice of dentistry. "Caveat
emptor" has changed to "Caveat venditor!"

Editor: Is professionalism really a figment
of the past in all of the health professions?
Now that we are a "health industry"
instead of a health profession, is "What is
best for the office" really going to have
priority over "What is best for the patient?"

Dr. Press: All professionals need to generate a fair
return for their efforts in order to sustain a high
degree of professionalism. We should have no hesi-
tancy about educating the public to this. But I really
don't believe that doctors as a group are going to
change their stripes because of the level of their
compensation or the method of reimbursement. The
young students, and the recent graduates, are as fine
a group of young people as I've ever met. We need to
accelerate their entrance into organizations like the
American College of Dentists. This is necessary so
that we may profit from their contributions, and so
that our historical organizations themselves may
survive.

Editor: Is the dental profession out of step
with the rest of society when it tries to
uphold a Code of Ethics? Most other
professions, including medicine and law,
are plainly not interested in maintaining
codes of ethics.

Dr. Press: We still have a code of ethics—we have not
abandoned it anymore than have our colleagues in
medicine, law and accountipg. It is true that the
smallness of the world—the scrutiny of the media—
the intimacy with which attorneys want to investi-
gate our actions in our litigious society—are all
reflections of the public's increased assumption of
responsibility for their own health—their desire to
know! One of the biggest complaints in public
surveys about physicians is their failure to inform . . .
to share essential information to allow the patient to
participate in his own diagnosis and treatment plan.

Editor: What about the decrease in the
number of applicants for dental schools?
How is it affecting the schools? Is it true
that we will have a shortage of dentists by
the year 2000 if this trend continues?
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Dr. Press: Well, I hope that we'll have a shortage of
dentists by the year 2000, but I don't believe it! The
applicant pool continues to decrease. The quality of
the applicant in many areas of the country continues
to suffer. Recently, Emory University Dental School
has announced its demise, and within the educa-
tional community there are ongoing debates about
which schools will thrive and survive, and which are
the criteria which will sustain them. Dentists should
understand that in the last four years, first-year
places have decreased by 1300, which may be the
equivalent of the closing of 15 dental schools. This
deceleration has occurred faster than the increases
in the 60's as schools were building new facilities. So
the marketplace has certainly reacted to the ap-
praisal of what has taken place.

Editor: Besides marketing programs, what
other projects do you think the profession
should or could undertake to encourage
more of the public to have regular dental
care?

Dr. Press: If marketing is helping the public to get
what they want—if it is sensing, serving and satis-
fying the public's need, then that word alone encom-
passes all of the things we need to do in order to
bring dentistry's message to the public. Now the
educational process on the one hand relates to
funding processes; on the other hand, in times of
recession, of industrial relocation, of huge national
deficits, of changing priorities, we may have diffi-
culty in maintaining the level of funding that has
been available for dental care in recent years.

Editor: Has dental insurance really con-
tributed to the increase of mediocre or
poor dental care because the same bene-
fits are paid for the poorest work as are
paid for the best work?

Dr. Press: I don't believe that statement at all. There
has always been and continues to be a problem of
peer review. But dental insurance has allowed the
public to have access to more care of a better quality
than most dentists historically were ever able to
motivate their patients to request.

Editor: In what ways will the dental pro-
fession have to adapt to changes in the
ways of practicing?

Dr. Press: Dentists will have to adapt in multiple
ways. Historically we graduated from school, opened

our office and practiced there forever, whether we
liked it or not! The options are increasing. However,
not all of the options will be elected As we said
earlier, more dentists will be employed. Some will be
managers and more entrepreneurial. And, more will
not practice dentistry at all. But certainly the manage-
ment concepts of the dentist, his perception of
himself as a helper, as a true doctor, will have to
increase. And the organized profession must assist
individual dentists in legalizing a changing definition
of the dentist as the doctor of the head and neck.

Editor: With the decline in the number of
dental students, will there be difficulty for
the schools to maintain faculties—will
there also be a decline in associated activi-
ties such as research?

Dr. Press: The availability of funding for research has
been a problem in the last few years; not only
because of the deficits in our government, but in
changing emphases of the public with available
funds. It's hard to sustain a public priority for
dentistry equal to cancer, heart disease, arthritis, etc.
For those schools which continue to be in business,
faculty appointments may be an attractive option in
a dental environment which is significantly more
competitive in the private sector. During the depres-
sion, the military was not a bad place for the dentist
to reside.

Editor: Shouldn't the government be in-
volved in promoting the need for dental
care through its health educational pro-
grams? Dentistry is still a non-essential
health service as far as government is
concerned.

Dr. Press: Of course, / don't like the government to
increase its involvement in anything. They don't
seem to do it a cost-effective way. One of the most
significant political lobbies in our society is the
mature citizen. We have an aging population which is
keeping their teeth, living a more healthy existence,
and in many cases controlling significant discre-
tionary dollars. We should have much better rapport
with them than we do. Their consciousness level
about the relationship of dental care to longevity,
and to the enjoyment of life, is often less than
adequate.

Editor: What can the profession do
through political avenues to have a greater
voice in the changes in dental practice
being contemplated by government? Is
there any attempt for the health profes-
sions to work together for greater strength
in numbers?
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Dr. Press: In my early days in the profession, the
threat was socialized medicine! That's really tract the
threat today. Most of the changes we don't like are
coming about because of activity in the private
sector, and the government can sit back and observe
with a smirk. Naturally, changes in laws make the
private sector initiatives possible. An example is the
Supreme Court law affecting advertising. But it
alone would not have caused the resultant expansion
in advertising had it not occurred at a time when
we had greatly over-produced dentists concurrent
with the curing of our assigned diseases. Health
professionals, dentists or others, tend to work more
in disharmony as economic pressures increase. At
the very time when there is strength in unity, they
become more selfish and more suspect of each other.

Editor: What about PPO's and other al-
ternative plans? Are dentists still eager to
join them, or are they weighing the dis-
advantages and limitations of these plans
more carefully?

Dr. Press: The problem with P.P.O.'s has not been the
unwillingness of dentists to participate. Over 20% of
our colleagues signed with I.D.O.A. (Insurance Den-
tists of America) indicating a willingness to review
the fee schedules of the involved companies. How-
ever, the marketplace has been slow to embrace
P.P.O.'s and growth has been less than meteoric.
Many benefit managers feel that potential savings
with P.P.O.'s may be illusory. Capitation plans, in-
terestingly enough, are growing at the most rapid
rate—over 20%. Many large third parties are involved
in capitation experiments, and many purchasers of
care, i.e., the automobile industry, are experimenting
more aggressively with capitation options. Increas-
ingly, dentists will be faced with difficult business
decisions about their own participation. These deci-
sions will have to be based upon careful analysis of
the demographics of the area in which they practice.

Editor: How can the leadership of organiza-
tions such as the American College of
Dentists function to help maintain high
standards of care and the pursuit of ex-
cellence in treatment methods?

Dr. Press: Certainly some of the finest dentists in the
United States belong to the American College of
Dentists. Also, many equally fine dentists do not
belong; sometimes for reasons that are hard to
fathom. The great majority of dentists in the United
States are not sure what the American College of
Dentists is or what it does, or why its actions are

relevant to their goals for the future. The College will
continue to be less than effective in this particular
direction by decrying the loss of professionalism and
by failing to be a leader in the structure of the
changes that are taking place. We need to find ways
to single out exceptional dentists at a younger age
and facilitate their entry into the COllege so that the
potential for two-way communication is established.
In addition, the College should be more visible to the
rest of the dental community. The best way for this
to occur would be an aggressive program where
individual members of the College assumed responsi-
bility for welcoming new young dentists into the
community and helping to assure their success in a
practice mode which allows them to sustain their
professionalism. It's a difficult world out there, and
the options are more complicated than ever before.
Members of the College need to consider taking
associates into their practice, not only to establish
a mentor relationship, which gives a young person
the confidence to pursue excellence, but to estab-
lish and sustain the value of the senior man's prac-
tice by incorporating a ready-made buyer into the
environment.

Editor: What would you like to see the
profession accomplish over the next 10 to
20 years regarding the way in which
dentistry is practiced to improve the dental
health of the nation?

Dr. Press: If we were sitting on a mountaintop,
looking down at the world and at dentistry, we would
hope that all Americans came to appreciate, seek and
enjoy the benefits of modern dentistry. We would
like that 50% which historically has never come to the
dentist to have the benefits of a beautiful smile, a
healthy mouth, and the ability to speak with comfort
and assurance. Not only is that our mandate—our
responsibility as a profession—it's absolutely essen-
tial if these fine young people who are graduating
from our schools are to have the opportunity to
define their own professional future. This will be
increasingly difficult as our country enters a national
debate about the cost and rationing of health care.
Dentistry will have to fight hard to sustain its rightful
place as an essential health service. I hope that the
profession seizes the opportunity to be pro-active, to
program the future of dentistry in tune with the
desires of the American public. Otherwise, we will
continue to see a reactive posture, one which defen-
sively attempts to put out brush fires as we slowly
lose the right to govern ourselves.A

Reprint requests to:
Dr. Burton H. Press
71 Crest Estates Drive
Walnut Creek, CA 94595
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On Unity „ .

Edgar C. Hatcher, Jr.*

A visit to dental headquarters in Chicago, just
recently, helped focus anew the source of my
strength and purpose.
I paused, as I most always do when visiting the

ADA Building, to view the War Memorial Court
area. In it stands the sculpture of three figures. . . .
father, mother and child. Done in abstract, free
flowing style, the sculptor, Joseph J. O'Connel has
captured the very meaning of humankind, the com-
monality of all of us, the unity of man as a family.
The wind was blowing off Lake Michigan with a

fury causing me to shorten my stay, but today, as
never before, I was moved by the significance of
this magnificent bronze. As I lingered a little longer
in the morning chill, contemplating, reacting to my
emotions as I studied the motionless figure of
mother and father hovering protectingly over their
child at play, I thought how beautiful, how simple,
how universal this objet d'art. In effortless unity the
artist portrays our weakness and our strength, so
vulnerable yet undaunted by the burden of our
responsibility. People and cultures are different
throughout the world, attitudes vary, goals are
diverse, but there presented is the hope and vision
of us all.
I think how appropriate but how paradoxical this

is. The sculpture reaffirms life but its purpose is to
commemorate death. It is dedicated to the memory
of those dentists of the twentieth century who lost
their lives in service to their country. We have
honored these fallen ones in a fitting way and life
goes on for us who remain. Besides, I've got a
schedule to keep and must be on my way.
As my reverie merged into reality, the cold wind

off the north shore ever present, I was startled by
the seeming insignificance of my mission to dental
headquarters, a mission so deserving yet so en-
tangled. We struggle with the FTC, the PPOs, the
DRGs and the HMOs. We cultivate harmony but
reap discord. We practice for perfection and attain
results beyond belief. Yet, for all of the good we do,
the concern we hold, the hours we keep, it all grows

'Winner—outstanding dental editorial published in 1984

pale before these fallen ones. Surely, we can do
better!
My dental mission can't change, but my thinking

can. For before this statute I see the spirit of
America, the heartbeat of Africa, Mother Russia, the
cementing bond of friend to foe. The unity of man is
more than a dream. Far too long we've placed our
trust in governments to settle differences peace-
fully . . . yet, all too often war is the answer. We've
put our faith in religion to give us peace, but with
good intention, they proselytize and polarize until
oneness is impossible.
Gandhi once said, "Our life is a message, what we

say means little or nothing to people, only what we
do." Is it possible that our profession can transcend
the errors of government and church? Can our
unity of purpose, our common meeting ground, vis-
a-vis the dental seminar, the international meeting,
the professional exchange, turn back the distrust of
nations? I believe we must start trying . . . it may be
our only hope.
As a profession, we are a people free of religious

dogma and political ideology. We are unhampered
by preconceived impressions that breed intolerance.
Perhaps there has never been a better time in
history, or needed more, to reach out our hand. If
only we would believe, we could make a difference.
It matters little if we solve the mundane problems of
our professional day only to see the divisiveness of
misunderstanding destroy our gain.
From where do we get our strength and purpose?

Our strength. . . found in professional leadership
and resolve: our purpose. . . directed by eternal
goals as we see our mission clearly. To dentists
around the world I am drawn closer by the unity of
our professional oneness than separated by the

• differences of our birth. Let's begin to talk to each
other, dentists of goodwill all over the globe. Our
commonality cries to be heard. Who among us will
take up the gauntlet?

Edgar C. Hatcher, Jr., DDS
Editor of the Journal
of the Tennessee Dental
Association
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OPINION

Kenneth D. Oler

An excerpt from a speech to
the California Dental Associa-
tion House of Delegates on
the conclusion of his term as
President by Kenneth D. Oler.

My sense is that the war in
which we should be engaged in,
dentistry should be refocused
more toward our patients' needs.
If our battle is directed principally
toward ourselves and our inter-
ests, we will lose the very recogni-
tion which gives us our basis for
support as a profession and conse-
quently, the war in which we are
engaged for its preservation.
I would like to share with you

some observations of medicine
that have impressed me, as they
could reflect on dentistry:

First, from the book The Social
Transformation of American Medi-
cine by Paul Starr, a Harvard
Sociologist:

"The growth of corporate
medicine has simply gone too
far for the AMA to oppose it
outright."
"Perhaps the most subtle loss
of autonomy for the profes-
sion will take place because of
increasing corporate influence
over the rules and standards
of medical care."

. Indeed business school
graduates are displacing gradu-
ates of public health schools,
hospital administrators and
even physicians in the top
echelons of medical care or-
organizations. . . . the "Health
Center" of one year is the
"Profit Center" of the next."
"A corporate sector in health
care is also likely to aggra-
vate inequalities in access
to health care. Profit-making

Redefining Our Purposes
Redirecting Our Efforts

enterprises are not interested
in treating those who cannot
pay."

From the book addressed to pa-
tients, entitled Matters of Life and
Death Eugene D. Robin, M.D., a
Stanford faculty member, makes
the following statement:

"The impact of basic changes
in economic practices on the
quality of medical care re-
mains to be seen." "Several
things seem obvious. One is
that the poor and disadvan-
taged will bear the brunt of
deterioration in the quality of
health care. Another is that
the savings will be less sub-
stantial than predicted. . . .
Still another is that no one,
including the planners, can
predict the changes in the
quality of health care. This
should be of concern to you."

Alternative delivery systems will
continue to evolve and, until we
judge them more for their effect
on the patient's dental health, than
on the dentist's inconvenience and
income, we will not successfully
mobilize our patients' support of
the demand of purchasers and
third parties on the types of sys-
tems which should prevail. Simi-
larly, resolving the fragmentation
of the profession in the name of
economics, women's rights, career
ladder development, preservation
of territority or whatever, is in-
consequential when compared to
the possible negative impact on the
dental welfare of the public.
Further, the ability of a profes-

sional organization to survive on
the basis of whether or not its
members can total a dollar value
of membership services received
equal to their dues paid will be
short lived. Unless the members
judge the value of their organiza-

tion first by its ability to justify
the existence of their profession
through its contribution to the
public's dental health, they, nor
their profession, nor its organiza-
tion, will survive long. Perhaps the
primary reason that the dental
profession and its members find
themselves under such assault by
society today is because they have
been identified with medicine and
are perceived to be demanding
more from society than their exis-
tence justifies.
We must, then, honestly and

objectively redefine our purpose
for existing, direct our efforts ap-
propriately and then clarify the
public's perception of who we are,
what we are about and what they
must do to help us in meeting
their dental health needs.

Following are some of the activi-
ties in which I see us properly
engaged in the immediate future:

• A tort reform initiative to
appropriately compensate in-
jured parties while controlling
the excessive costs of the ad-
judication process will soon
surface. It will deserve our
wholehearted support.

• The development of associate
membership for auxiliary
groups based on dentistry's
commitment to the provision
of quality dental care. With
such membership would come
a better investigative process
and forum in which to prop-
erly identify and resolve how
the public could best be
served by the dental team.

• The responsibility of the pro-
fession to establish appropri-
ate standards of care must
be preserved, even if it re-
quires legal action to respond
to the "processing policies"
and other intrusions of third
parties.
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• A continuing effort must be
made to see that the finan-
cially disadvantaged are not
ignored, by mobilizing public
pressure on the medicaid stan-
dards and compensation levels
and, if necessary, legal action
to control the program's ad-
ministrative harassment.

• An expanded marketing/pub-
lic awareness program, whose
objectives are directed beyond
encouraging people to obtain
proper levels of care, is a
worthy effort. It should also
inform the public of how to
identify what these levels of
care are, whether or not they
are being provided and how
well the delivery system in
which they are involved is
functioning.

• A continuing and heightened
committment to strongly sup-
port care programs for the
elderly and physically disadvan-
taged in institutions, extended
care facilities and our private
offices must be emphasized.
These individuals require and
deserve mainstream, complete
dental care and we dentists
must make certain that it is
provided.

Are our challenges too numer-
ous, too great or too unimportant
for us to meet? Most emphatically,
they are not! To redirect a state-
ment by President Eisenhower,
from our nation to our profession:
"We must be willing individually
and as a profession, to accept
whatever sacrifices may be re-
quired of us. A profession that
values its privileges above its princi-
ples soon loses both."

Reprint requests to:
Dr. Kenneth D. Oler
2701 Eureka Way
Redding, CA 96001

THAT'S THE WAY THE GENES FELL

George C. Paffenbarger

And that's the way the genes fell Maybe Calvin and his Presby-
terian theology were not entirely off base with predestination and
thus certain individuals were elect—because no two of us are
exactly alike and the chemical composition of each individual is so
different that not even a skin graft will survive except on identical
twins and even there identical spreads over a domain. Why is this
so? It is pure chance because
That's the way the genes fell There have been billions of indi-
viduals that have peopled this planet, but only a few hundred
thousand through, the ages really contributed to the knowledge
that advanced the human race. That, too, was pure chance
because
That's the way the genes fell If ten individuals of equal age and sex
were placed on a track and told to run a fixed distance, one would
be first, one would be last, and the rest in between because their
neuromuscular coordination was different, and why was that
so—because
That's the way the genes a number of people were isolated
on an island, soon someone would emerge as the leader and
almost all the others would be followers or subleaders. And why is
that—that is because
That's the way the genes fell. If someone is born with a sharp
intellect so that he finishes high school at 14 years of age and at 17
has a Ph.D. degree or if an individual has an aptitude for mathe-
matics, music, story telling, etc., we call that individual gifted and
why is he gifted—because
That's the way the genes fell! and that's pure chance. But of course
there are other aspects, for instance, circumstance. Chance and
circumstance play tremendous roles in our lives, and as we get
older and retrace events, we realize that environment plays an
important role too. So the individual who is able to take advantage
of circumstance and environment in combination with the right
genes is fortunate because really
That's the way the genes fell.
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Ethical Problems in
Dental Practice

Jeffrey A. Hollway*
Donald R. McNeal**
Stanley Lotzkar***

Dentistry is very much a human
to human profession which has as
its end the well being of the people
served, and inherently involves the
public trust. As a result, every day
the dental practitioner, whether
recognized or not, faces ethical
dilemmas that arise from the na-
ture of the professional relation-
ship with patients. These daily en-
countered situations are all value
based in some way and require
value judgments at a very con-
crete level. In response to this
atmosphere of professional ac-
countability, dental schools are
manifesting greater interest and
concern with the ethical behavior
of their students and are helping
students to confront and grapple
with ethical issues and problems
before they even step into a dental
operatory. (Odom, 1982)
The University of Florida's Col-

lege of Dentistry offers a formal
course in dental ethics and juris-
prudence as well as integrating in
the curriculum other, less formal,
instructional opportunities for stu-
dents to increase their acumen in
dealing with ethical problems in
dentistry. The dental ethics and
jurisprudence course was modeled
after a successful professional

'Jeffrey A. Hollway, M.Ecl
Educational Consultant
Dept. of Dental Education

—Donald R. McNeal, DMD, MPH
Professor and Chairman
Dept. of Community Dentistry

***Stanley Lotzkar, DDS, MPH
Professor, Dept. of Community Dentistry
University of Florida College of Dentistry

ethics program developed by the
University of Minnesota School of
Dentistry (Bebeau, 1982). The pri-
mary course objectives are to in-
crease student competence in
recognizing underlying ethical di-
lemmas in daily practice, and to
help them acquire sufficient skill

It is important to realize that
the image of the dental pro-
fession is exactly what den-
tists have made it over the
years.

in the process of ethical inquiry
and decision-making so that they
can deal with ethical dilemmas in
a moral and responsible manner.
The instructional methodology
used in this course centers on a
series of small group seminars
which critically examine hypotheti-
cal as well as student generated
dental ethics problems. Case his-
tories are used to increase interest
and relevance as well as to draw
out broad ethics principles which
may be in conflict. In an attempt
to make this course work as per-
tinent and practical as possible, a
group of active Florida practi-
tioners were surveyed in order to
identify moral and ethical issues
of concern among members of
this state's dental community.

Academy One
Hundred Survey

The Academy One Hundred is
an alumni association committed

to the achievement of quality den-
tal education in Florida. A brief
questionnaire was sent out to the
Academy membership under the
signature of the chairman of the
University of Florida College of
Dentistry's Department of Com-
munity Dentistry. The members
were asked to respond candidly
and anonymously to each of the
following open-ended questions:

1. Please describe briefly the
two or three (or more)
most troubling moral/ethical
dilemmas which you have
experienced in the course of
your dental career in the last
several years.

2. What training did you receive
in dental school which helped
you to deal with these
dilemmas?

3. What improvements/changes
could have been made in
your dental education which
may have better prepared
you to deal with moral/ethi-
cal dilemmas in dentistry?

Of the 268 questionnaires mailed
out, 78 were answered and re-
turned—a 29 percent response
rate. Such a disappointing return
may have been due to the format
and content of the questions. That
is to say, the open-ended questions
required the respondents to write
out their answers in contrast to
more traditional questionnaires
that allow the busy dentist to
quickly and conveniently "check
the appropriate box." Also, the
content of the questions dealt with
a topic about which many of the

12
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practitioners may have felt too
uncomfortable or too unknowledg-
able to discuss openly even though
asked to do so anonymously.

Question #1: Troubling moral/ethi-
cal dilemmas experienced in the
course of one's dental career in
the last several years.

Sixty-one of the seventy-eight
respondents addressed this ques-
tion and identified specific situa-
tions in dental practice which they
perceived as creating troublesome
ethical problems. The remaining
eleven respondents either did not
answer the question or wrote a
very broad answer describing their
general concern and frustration
with the overall ethical climate in
dentistry. A total of 123 ethical
problems or issues were contrib-
uted by the sixty-one respondents.
Each cited problem or issue was
written on a separate index card,
and then all were carefully read,
labeled, and sorted according to
common themes. Five major cate-
gories of ethical problems in den-
tistry emerged from this card sort.
These categories are presented in
Table I along with a listing of the
specific ethical areas of concern
cited within each category. The
categories are rank ordered be-
ginning with the category having
the most citations of ethical prob-
lems or issues.

1. Policing and Protecting the
Profession

Overall, this was the most cited
category of troublesome ethical

Table I ACADEMY ONE HUNDRED SURVEY

Cited Ethical Problems/Issues (N = 123)

1. Policing and Protecting the Profession (32%)
a. Advertising and marketing practices
b. Methods of charging and collecting fees
c. Closed panel practices and 3rd party control
d. Performing specialty services when not qualified
e. Reporting an incompetent dentist
f. Prescribing drugs for nonpatients

2. Interactions With the Patient (31%)
a. Communicating without critically reflecting on

professional peers
b. Patients requesting the falsifying of billing
c. Informing patients of dental needs and treatment

choices
d. Establishing a respectful interpersonal relationship

with patient
e. Unprofessional personal involvement with patient

3. Clinical Treatment Practices (22%)
a. Compromising the quality of delivered dental care
b. Promotion of overtreatment

4. Working Relationship With Professional Colleagues (8%)
a. Pirating patients or staff from professional colleagues
b. Dealing with conflicting opinions or treatment plans

of professional associates
c. Confronting a professional peer about inadequate

performance
d. Referral practices among professional colleagues

5. Personal Professionalism (7%)
a. Monitoring and evaluating the quality of one's

personal performance
b. Putting the patient's interests ahead of one's personal

interests
c. Placing patient service before monetary gain
d. Taking a responsible attitude toward employee well

being
e. Serving as an ethical role model in the community

# Citations
16
11
4
4
2
2

19

10
5

2

2

18
9

4
3

2

3

2

2
1

1
123
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problems or issues. As Table 1
shows, the greatest concern within
this category was with advertising
and marketing practices. Some of
the expressions of concern in-
cluded statements that any type
of advertising was professionally
unethical, that some dentists were
resorting to any means possible to
increase their patient volume, and
that retailing dentistry will lead to
a reduction in the quality of dental
services. One dentist noted the
practice of "advertising basic ser-
vices at a low fee then adding
extras or conditions which bring
the fee up to or above the usual
fees charged within the commu-
nity." Another respondent warned
that "bait and switch" practices
and "hucksterism" will reduce den-
tistry to the merchandising level
and, thereby, lower the image of
dentistry as a profession.
The second leading ethical issue

in this category related to the
methods of charging and collect-
ing professional fees. Some of the
unethical practices frequently
cited included: varying fees for
the same service performed,
charging higher fees for insurance
cases, charging for services not
rendered, not declaring cash re-
ceived to avoid taxation, and a
referring dentist collecting the con-
sulting dentist's fee.
A number of respondents raised

the issue of professional qualifica-
tions. That is to say, dentists who
stretch their limitations and per-
form services for which they are
underqualified, and the dilemma
of reporting an incompetent pro-
fessional colleague to the State
Board or the A.D.A. Other respon-
dents complained about closed
dental practices, government inter-
vention, and third party payments,
and the negative impact these
were having upon the professional
freedom of dentists. Finally, under
this category there were two
references made about the pre-
scribing of drugs to nondental
patients.

2. Interactions With the Patient

The most critical issue within
this category was the criticizing of
previous dental care performed
by one's professional peers in the
presence of the patient, especially
when uncertain about the condi-
tions under which the dentistry
was done. The focus of concern
was how to appropriately com-
municate to the patient that sub-
standard or inadequate dentistry
exists without critically reflecting

Our patients are not able to
judge professional services;
they can only rely on our
intellectual and ethical hon-
esty. We must not betray that
trust.

upon or indicting the previous
dentist(s) or the dental profession
as a whole.
Another common dilemma noted

was a patient requesting the falsi-
fying of billing or the adjusting of
data on insurance forms so that
some benefit can be gained by the
patient. A number of citations
dealt with improving interpersonal
communication with the patient
such as: talking to the patient in a
respectful, tactful and clear man-
ner, properly informing the patient
of existing dental problems; and
allowing the patient to make an
informed choice of treatment.
Two respondents referred to inci-
dents of unprofessional contact
with the patient; one example in-
volved improper physical advances
toward a patient, while the other
warned against becoming involved
with the outside personal affairs
of a patient.

3. Clinical Treatment Practices

Two primary areas of concern
were identified within this cate-
gory, namely: the delivering of
substandard or compromised treat-
ment, and the promotion of over-
treatment. The primary motive for
overtreating the patient was seen

by the respondents as being a
means to increase the dentist's
financial gain, however, a number
of reasons were given for com-
promised dental treatment. The
compromising of the quality of
dental care was often the result of
ethical dilemmas such as a pa-
tient's insisting on a specific treat-
ment, or constraints created by
the patient's age, health, or finan-
cial status, or problems in working
with an uncooperative patient, or
needing to increase profit margins.

4. Working Relationship With
Professional Colleagues

In comparison to the preceding
categories, this was a minor area
of concern since only ten citations
were classified within this cate-
gory. The practice of "pirating"
staff personnel or patients from
other dentists, and dealing with
differing opinions or treatment
plans of professional associates
were the two most troublesome
issues. Two respondents raised the
issue of how to properly approach
and discuss with a colleague that
he is doing poor dentistry or is
developing a bad reputation by his
poor chairside manner. One re-
spondent was troubled by observ-
ing "referrals based upon personal
loyalty to another practiticiner
rather than upon his capabilities."

5. Personal Professionalism

Citations which were classified
under this heading seemed to
focus upon the development of a
personal sense of responsibility
and integrity in one's professional
role. This encompassed such ex-
amples as: honestly monitoring
and evaluating the quality of one's
dentistry, being responsible for the
well being of one's patients and
employees, leading an exemplary
life as an ethical role model in the
community, and finally, putting
service before remuneration and
the patient's interests ahead of
one's own. As aptly stated by one
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practitioner, "The test of integrity
is how well I treat my patient
when it costs me something to
do it."

Question #2: Training received in
dental school which helped one to
deal with ethical dilemmas?

Forty-five of the seventy-eight
respondents answered this ques-
tion; of these, only eleven (24%)
indicated having received any type
of formal instruction in ethics dur-
ing their dental training. Eight
mentioned having had one course
although three of these specifically
stated that the course content
centered on dental jurisprudence
rather than ethics per se. Two
respondents had participated in
an ethics program that extended
through an entire semester, and
one other respondent was involved
in a year long ethics program. The
remaining thirty-four respondents
stated that they had not received
any type of formal training while
in dental school that would help
them deal with the ethical dilem-
mas they are now encountering in
practice. However, eight of these
practitioners did point out that
they acquired some degree of
learning about dealing with ethical
problems through informally ob-
serving and interacting with dental
faculty who were perceived to be
good professional role models. As
expressed by one practitioner, "the
instructors' commitment and dedi-
cation instilled in me a strong
sense of professionalism and a
dedication to excellence."

Question #3: Improvements or
changes that could be made in
dental education to better prepare
one to deal with ethical dilemmas
in dentistry?

Forty-eight Academy One Hun-
dred practitioners offered sugges-
tions in response to this question.
Twenty-five (52%) recommended
the inclusion of more formal in-

struction within the dental cur-
riculum to better equip dental
graduates to confront ethical prob-
lems which may arise in their
practice. Other suggestions for
helping students strengthen their
professional ethics during their
dental education career, included:

a. Placing greater emphasis on
assessing students' moral/ethi-
cal perspectives during the
initial admission procedures.
(5 citations)

b. Inviting successful and re-
spected practitioners to par-
ticipate in school seminars
and share their experiences
and philosophy for success.
(4)

c. Provide students with more
training in practice adminis-
tration, particularly in princi-
ples of business and law. (4)

d. Provide dental students with
more extpnsive training in in-
terpersonal communication
skills. (2)

e. Promote a more strict en-
forcement of ethical conduct
while students are in dental
school. (2)

f. Encourage students to be-
come more actively involved
with organized dental associ-
ations and local community
affairs. (2)
Encourage dental faculty to
be good role models. (2)

h. Offer students internships in
dental offices which are gen-
erally recognized for their pro-
fessionalism. (1)

i. Develop and distribute
through the Florida Dental
Association an instructional
pamphlet which addresses
dental ethics (1).

g.

Interestingly, eleven of the re-
spondents (23%) regarded students'
ethics as being a fixed entity by the
time they have reached dental
school and that there was little one
could do to significantly change
their ethical attitudes. As noted

earlier, five of these respondents
advocated finding some way to
evaluate a student's moral and
ethical outlook prior to their ad-
mission to dental school.
As shown by the seventy-eight

Academy One Hundred practition-
ers, a variety of unethical be-
haviors have been personally ob-
served or encountered during their
professional careers. The three pro-
fessional behaviors which caused
the most concern, ordered by the
number of contributed incidents,
were: critically reflecting on a pro-
fessional peer in the presence of a
patient (19), compromising the
quality of dental service delivered
to the patient (18), and unprofes-
sional advertising and marketing
practices (16). These three ethical
problems comprised 43 percent of
the 123 incidents cited. With the
presence of so many potential ethi-
cal problems that can arise in one's
professional dental practice, it is
troubling to discover that less than
a quarter of the respondents had
received any type of course work
in ethics during their dental educa-
tion. The inclusion of some type of
ethics offering in dental curricula
has likely increased since these
Academy One Hundred practition-
ers graduated from their respec-
tive dental schools. In a 1982 sur-
vey of the 60 dental schools in the
U.S., only 13 schools reported that
no formal instruction in ethics was
available. However, an examina-
tion of available course syllabi
from the schools offering ethics
coursework showed evidence of
great diversity in the content of
ethics instruction. Many ethics
courses consisted "primarily of
malpractice and jurisprudence,
and review of the American Dental
Association's and the State's Code
of Ethics and Conduct with little
emphasis on bioethics, values, or a
humanistic approach to ethical
problems in dentistry" (Odom,
1982).
As noted earlier, a number of

respondents considered the teach-
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ing of ethics to be a moot issue.
That is to say, they felt an entering
dental student's "ethics" was al-
ready established and, thereby, ex-
posure to courses in ethics would
not alter the students ethical out-
look to any significant degree. This
is likely a valid claim if one equates
ethics with morals so that, in effect,
one is saying that you cannot di-
rectly teach morals or morality as
you would a Class II amalgam.
However, if one defines ethics as
the study of moral behavior
whereby students learn to sort out
arguments that bear upon moral
problems and apply them to con-
crete situations, the ethics becomes
a subset of moral behavior. In
this sense it becomes a matter of
teaching ethical inquiry and de-
cision-making skills rather than
attempting to indoctrinate profes-
sional morality. Thus, dental
schools can offer instructional
experiences which help students
become more sensitive to the exis-
tence of ethical issues embedded
within their daily interactions,
provide them with opportunities
to develop and hone ethical reason-
ing skills, and promote their per-
sonal motivation and commitment
toward choosing the ethical alterna-
tive. As a result, we, as educators,
can increase the probability that
they will recognize and manifest
professional morality when con-
fronted with an ethical dilemma.
Given this interpretation of ethics

instruction, it would seem both
worthwhile and viable to offer
dental students a good grounding
in ethical principles and theories
which have historically helped
health professionals reach an ethi-
cal decision, and to provide them
with a systematic approach to
analyzing ethical dilemmas (cre-
ated when principles or interests
come into conflict) so that they
can make an ethically justifiable
choice. Such instruction should
involve the use of dental case
histories which are rigorously ex-

amined to determine the most
ethically acceptable action under
the given circumstances. To assure
relevance and the meaningfulness
of the instruction, case content
should focus on ethical problems
which, as suggested by these find-
ings, are likely to be encountered
later in practice. For example,
troublesome situations could be
presented which depict: various
pressures weighing on the dentist
to compromise the quality of the
dental care given to the patient, or
talking to the patient about dental
work needing to be redone with-
out casting blame on the previous
dentist(s) or the profession, or ad-
vertising and marketing techniques
that raise the question of ethically
acceptable methods of soliciting
patients.
Numerous suggestions for im-

proving ethics instruction in dental
education were contributed by
many of the respondents. How-
ever, in a lengthy letter submitted
by one practitioner, some general
thoughts on professionalism in den-
tistry as well as specific advice to
those entering dental practice was
candidly and articulately shared. It
is with excerpts from this letter
that we would like to bring closure
to this report. These remarks seem
to summarize well some preven-
tive measures which can eliminate
or, at least reduce, the prevalence
of ethical dilemmas encountered
in one's dental practice. He begins
by pointing out that "it is important
to realize that the image of the
dental profession is exactly what
dentists have made it over the
years. A profession, like a neighbor-
hood, is a reflection of the people
in it . . . We have a professional
responsibility that goes far beyond
that required in most human en-
deavors. The reason is simple: our
patients are not able to judge pro-
fessional services; they can only
rely on our intellectual and ethical
honesty. We must not betray that
trust!"

He continues with the following
advice to those about to embark
on their dental careers:

a. Don't get so money hungry
that you prostitute your pro-
fession.

b. Don't over-promise or over-
charge.

c. Be honest and candid with
patients.

d. Improve your interpersonal
communication. Most prob-
lems anise from improper or
inaccurate communication.

e. Get involved with your dental
association. Every dentist
owes part of his time and
money to a professional or-
ganization that is striving to
improve working conditions.

f. Get involved in your commu-
nity by lending your talent to
civic and charitable groups.
We must not extract more
from a community than we
put back into it.

Finally, he concludes with the
contention that the true moral
obligation of any dentist is first to
his patient, second to his profes-
sion, and third to himself. And, he
proposes that all dentists commit
to the moral charge: "I shall, in the
light of circumstances surrounding
my patient, give to him that service
which, were! in like circumstances,
I would apply to myself."
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FRUSTRATION AND VALUES

James E. Mozer*

Having been a member of the
dental profession for 15 years in
various of its modalities, including
military dentistry, private practice,
third world dentistry and dental
education, it has occurred to me
that there is a growing frustra-
tion—a malaise of sorts—in the
profession. One picks up on this
malaise by inward examination of
one's own experiences and feel-
ings, observation of the lives of
colleagues, reading the local news-
paper and various journals, inter-
viewing potential candidates for
admission to dental school, talking
with students at parties, and by
simple honest conversation with
one's peers. No, the profession is
not falling apart. It is a noble,
strong, sophisticated, intensely de-
manding and highly respected pro-
fession. Yet perhaps it would be
permissable to take a look at a
potentially serious and insidious
enemy of dentistry.
The symptoms of the malaise

include: a general discontented-
ness, an internal uneasiness that
things just aren't quite like one
expected, with problems like di-
vorce, drug abuse, burn-out, drop-
out and suicide. Such symptoms
speak of an underlying frustra-
tion that is probably complex and

'James E. Mozer, DDS, Assistant Profes-
sor Dental Branch, University of Texas.

A LOOK AT FRUSTRATION AND
VALUES IN THE PROFESSION

OF DENTISTRY

the result of a multiplicity of fac-
tors. However, three major cate-
gories of etiology come to mind:

1) unrealistic expectations on
the part of the dentist in
regard to what the profession
can provide;

2) intensified demands of pro-
duction amidst feelings of in-
ability to measure up;

3) inadequate values.

In this writer's opinion, the root
of the malaise is to be found in a
value system based on self-pursuit.

The Historical Foundation
on Values

Both medicine and dentistry
have their roots in a regard for
the highest ideals and values. In
the Hippocratic era of early
Greece, medicine was an art in
which science and philosophy
were one and healing and whole-
ness were intertwined. To the early
Greek physicians effective treat-
ment required understanding the
patient as a whole and as a part of
the world in which he lived. The
man who knew the reasons for his
actions stood distinguished from
the man who merely employed
knowledge for practical skill. The

Hippocratic treatises alluded to
various hallmarks of the doctor's
calling: sympathy with his patients'
sufferings, benefits to his patients
at the sacrifice of personal incon-
veniences, and a deferral from
complaints on his own account. In
regard to the Hippocratic oath
Heidel writes,

"One seems to sense in the
provisions of the oath some-
thing more personal than a
concern for the integrity of a
profession—the determination
to guard the honor of the
family."

For the Hippocratics of the fifth
century B.C. there was a com-
ponent to their healing art beyond
mere applied knowledge. There
was a base in values which is
reflected in the Hippocratic oath,
"I shall keep my life pure and
undefiled, and my art also."
This great physician also recog-

nized the importance of teeth and
was familiar with diseases of the
dentition, gingiva and mouth.
Years later as dentistry developed
to take its place alongside the
medical profession, it was men
who placed a value on something
dear who made possible the evolu-
tion of dentistry into the profes-
sion it is today.
Men such as Hayden, Harris

and Keep placed a high value on
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quality dental education grounded
in the medical sciences, when such
was not popular in their day. G.V.
Black saw something of great
value in precision technique work
in the dental course of study.
Pierre Fauchard, the famous
French dentist of the early eigh-
teenth century, valued sharing his
knowledge with others in the pro-
fession. The dental historian
Bremner writes:

"Fauchard's unselfish attitude
inspired other men to share
their knowledge through lec-
tures, books, and essays in
journals, with the humblest
members in the profession,
and dentistry was changed
from a trade wherein the
profit motive was dominant,
and technical secrets zealously
guarded, into a profession that
placed the patient's interest
above private gain. For this
more than for anything else,
Fauchard deserved the title
"Father of Dentistry."2

One senses with each of these
men an inner depth of character
and a corresponding outer display
of values which have borne the
fruit of a tangible contribution to
the image of dentistry. Theirs was
a value system not skin deep—it
originated in the inner man.

The Search for Values

For several years dental edu-
cators have been showing an in-
creasing interest in the values and
personality traits of dental students.
They are keenly concerned about
the type of person who is choosing
a career in dentistry, why they
choose this particular profession,
and how the educational process
affects their values.
In a 1958 survey of motives of

the entering class of 53 dental
schools in the United States,
Canada and Puerto Rico, More
tabulated that 90% checked "desire
to work for and with people",
although this does not necessarily
imply altruistic service and could

as easily apply to sales or any
other work involving a great deal
of interaction with people. Other
major motives included: "desire to
be my own boss" (84%), "prestige
of the profession" (80%), "desire to
work with my hands" (74%), and
"monetary advantages of the pro-
fession" (74%).3•4
However, when the same stu-

dents responded to an open-ended
question about what they would
stress in counseling a younger
person (an indication of one's own
motivation), the idea of satisfying
one's own desires was most often
mentioned (50%). Only 1.3% spoke
of serving others or wanting to
work with people.5
This appears to be contradic-

tory. Indeed, More and Kohn raise
the issue that the motive of pure
service is at least slightly incom-
patible with the drive for financial
rewards, with striving for prestige
and status, and with insistence on
being, to a large extent, indepen-
dent of many of the usual con-
straints of occupations. However,
they conclude that such motives,
if kept within bounds, are strongly
viewed as positive in our culture.5
A 1984 survey of 126 dental

students at The Medical College
of Georgia revealed that the ma-
jor motivations have not changed
much over the years. However,
the autonomy category, "opportu-
nity for self-employment", gained
the ascendency as the most prev-
alent motivation with 77% check-
ing it as either a first, second or
third ranked motive. In descending
order other categories included:
"health service to others" (72%);
"income potential" (56%); "time for
outside interests" (48%); "status"
(43%); "variety of career options
within dentistry" (22%); "opportu-
nity to work with hands" (.8%);
"enjoyment of the profession"
(.8%).

It is interesting that the Georgia
study surveyed two entirely new
motives not pursued in the 1958
study—free time to do as one
pleases, chosen by nearly 50% as a
first, second or third ranked moti-
vation, and actual enjoyment of

what one is doing, chosen by less
than 1%.8

This writer's analysis of both
these studies is that two major
categories of motivation become
apparent: service to others (self-
sacrifice) and the potential to con-
trol one's environment (self-asser-
tion), apparently even at the ex-
pense of enjoying one's work.
Along this same vein, other re-

cent research has identified an
increase in Machiavellianism, a de-
crease in consideration, and an
increase in the need for expressed
control, progressing from fresh-
men to senior dental students.2
According to Christie and Geis,
a Machiavellian individual has
a relative lack of affect in interper-
sonal relations, is not concerned
with conventional morality, views
interaction from a utilitarian point
of view, and has a low ideological
commitment.8 In essence he is
driven to control his environment—
at the expense of sensitivity to
others.

It is most obvious that the pur-
suit of control of one's environ-
ment is an ever-increasing quest
in our culture. This is interesting
since psychiatrists, such as Karl
Menninger, are telling us that men
are living in an age when they feel
bewildered and not in control of
their environment.9 Control seems
to be eluding men and its elusive-
ness drives them even harder.
In his book Surviving the Fu-

ture, Arnold Toynbee fingers what
is driving men to feverishly pursue
such control. He states,

"Science has never super-
seded religion, and it is my
expectation that it never will
supersede it. . . . Science has
also begun to find out how to
cure psychic sickness. So far,
however, science has shown
no signs that it is going to be
able to cope with man's most
serious problems. It has not
been able to do anything to
cure man of his sinfulness
and his sense of insecurity, or
to avert the painfulness of
failure and the dread of death.
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Above all, it has not helped
him to break out of the prison
of his inborn self-centeredness
into communion or union with
some reality that is greater,
more important, more valu-
able, and more lasting than
the individual himself. . . .
I am convinced, myself, that

man's fundamental problem
is his human egocentricity. He
dreams of making the uni-
verse a desirable place for
himself, with plenty of free
time, relaxation, security and
good health, and with no
hunger or poverty. . .

Menninger and Toynbee have
thus described a general malaise
in society characterized by striving
for control and a resultant frustra-
tion from not gaining it, with self-
centeredness at its core.
Now, if the dental research is

reliable and a certain high per-
centage of students have devel-
oped values which tend toward
self-pursuit rather than altruistic
service, from where did such
values arise? Most certainly basic
values have their origin in the
home, but family upbringing is
not the only entity involved in
shaping values.

False Values—the Root of
False Expectations
and Frustration

Strangely from time to time one
hears in dental circles, often com-
ing from quite respected members
of the profession, a self-pursuit
sermon. I call it dental humanism,
for the dentist becomes the center
of various self-acquisitions. In this
sermon the dentist is a self-made
man. As a result of his ability and
hard work alone, he has single-
handedly reached the mountain-
top (self-effort). He has prestige in
his community (self-recognition).
He is the king in his own business
(autonomy or self-control). He is
able to come and go as he pleases
as a result of his financial prowess
(self-acquisition). He is the epitome
of success (falsely defined as self-

sufficiency with self-prominence
in our culture).
On the outside we appear to

buy it. As we sit and listen on the
inside, we wonder if this is a true
picture of dentistry. For we know
some of our own experiences. We
are aware of many of our peers'
frustrations. We read the articles
on burn-out, drug abuse and
suicide.
As a young dental student whose

mind was partly shaped by this
humanistic sermon, my perception
of the dentist who had "made it"
was that of a professional sitting
atop the pinnacle of prestige, a
tower of strength, a financial
fortress, a self-made man—a true
success. And in order to become a
true success it was my belief that I
needed to climb this same moun-
tain—to be like this image. Of
course, such thinking was a false
value in the making, for who could
truly attain to such heights. But
even more important, is this the
standard to which one should seek
to attain, if even possible? But
even more important yet, should
the aspiring young dentist actually
seek to ascend such a mountain,
he will encounter enormous frus-
tration along the steep hike up-
wards, for it is an unrealistic goal
and a barren peak at best where
such self-pursuits perch.
Herein lies the source of the

malaise: false values lead one
down the windy path of unrealistic
expectations, pass through the
thicket of frustration and poten-
tially terminate in the valley of
personal problems—not on the
mountaintop of ecstasy.
Well—these were the signals I

had heard as a young man—in
particular as a young dental stu-
dent. Were they the signals that
had been sent out? Was there
perhaps another definition of suc-
cess out there? Was there another
story, another way, another view
of the dental profession that had
escaped my limited vision?

Relearning—Another Way

In October and November of

1981 my wife and I enjoyed the
opportunity to supervise and train
five Cambodian dentists and four
auxiliaries in a refugee camp in
Sakaeo, Thailand, under the aus-
pices of World Concern.
This was the beginning of a

relearning experience for me—
relearning that dentistry is a heal-
ing, helping profession. Out there
in the "boondocks" there was no
transfer of money. For me, eco-
nomic factors had faded into the
distance for a while, as all dental
services were rendered at no ex-
pense to the refugees. There was
an accompanying sense of free-
dom in this situation.
For the first time in my dental

career I saw hundreds of patients
in desperate need receiving dental
care, who would not otherwise
have it, and showing gratitude
such as I had never imagined
possible, humbly performing the
Cambodian "wai" (a bowing ges-
ture of politeness) following treat-
ment.
One such patient, a 45 year old

man, came into the clinic with
swelling extending to one eye from
multiple abscessed teeth. He was
in intense pain and following inci-
sion a copious flow of pus exuded.
After receiving injectible penicillin
at the camp hospital, he subse-
quently spent the night there on a
grass mat. When I came to check
on him the next morning, he im-
mediately jumped up and bowed
right before my eyes. The swelling
and pain were gone and he was so
grateful. I still have a mental
image of that man leaping up and
doing the "war —it simply made a
lasting impression. Subsequently
we went back to the dental clinic
where one of the Cambodian
(Khmer) dentists, trained only on
the job, performed multiple ex-
tractions.
One morning an attractive

young lady in her early twenties,
but having massive carious lesions
in all her maxillary anterior teeth,
came into the clinic. Several of the
men proceeded to restore the
teeth with composite resin. The
young lady was in near disbelief
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when she looked in the mirror
after that treatment. When she
returned the next day for the final
restoration she was like a new
woman. Having fixed her hair and
wearing a clean colorful sarong (a
native wrap-around skirt), she
walked into the clinic with a radi-
ant smile and immediately per-
formed the bowing "wai" in grati-
tude. And how beautiful she was,
but equally as beautiful was the
warm sense of satisfaction we all
experienced deep down inside.
Dentistry is truly a healing pro-
fession—of more than teeth.
However, our time was drawing

to a close, and as we looked into
their faces we saw a growing
sadness. Tears began to form in
our eyes—tears we had not ex-
pected. After all, we had only been
with them for a month.
Later as we reflected on our

experience there and the incredi-
ble bond of friendship that had
formed in such a short time, we
came to realize that it was a direct
result of the mutual giving of two
people to each other—a total in-
volvement with one another. For
30 days they had been the reason
for our lives and they had given
us so much in return. Here in this
refugee camp I learned something
which should have been learned
much earlier—dentistry is a help-
ing, healing profession and herein
lies its true ability to satisfy.
During our time at the refugee

camp dental clinic we noticed Mr.
Wat, my most proficient Khmer
dentist, was growing thinner. He
routinely worked hard six days a
week. When we questioned him
about his eating, he admitted he
had been giving much of his share
of food rations to his pregnant
wife. A physician friend from
Australia examined him and diag-
nosed tuberculosis, urinary tract
problems and hook worms, en-
demic in the camp. Of course he
was removed from the dental
clinic and underwent treatment
for the various problems, but how
we missed his presence.
About 6 months after leaving

the camp we received a letter

from Mr. Wat informing us that
he had undergone surgery for
removal of a stone in his ureter.
Although the surgery had been
performed a month earlier, he
was still so weak he could hardly
write. Frankly we were concerned
that he might not recover. How-
ever, approximately two years
after our time at the camp we
received a letter from Canada. Mr.
Wat, his wife, and two daughters
now had an address and phone
number in the free world. We
called him and learned of all that
had transpired since our depar-
ture. He and his family were now
living in a basement apartment.
He was studying English half-time
and had applied for a part-time
position as a janitor's assistant, not
exactly circumstances that would
thrill the average dentist. But what
exuberant hope echoed from his
voice. Mr. Wat was now a free
man in a free country living in
safety. A man who had known so
little now seemed to have so
much, in comparison.
Very interestingly, on the exact

same day that I had telephoned
the ebullient Mr. Wat, just a few
hours earlier I had called a dentist
friend of mine in the United
States. He was depressed. His
voice was low. You could sense
his total discouragement. For even
though he enjoyed the amenities
of life in this country, something
was wrong. Dentistry had simply
not turned out to deliver the re-
wards of which he had dreamed
in school and it was not satisfying
to him. I did not judge him, for at
times I had experienced the same
feelings and had also known times
so low I could hardly get up to go
into the office. But I wonder—
had those early dental school ex-
pectations of all that dentistry
would deliver to the self (our-
selves) produced a self-pursuit and
self-orientation that could never
be satisfied by anything, as well as
an underlying guilt over our lack
of contentment when we already
had so much? How striking the
contrast between these two voices
I heard that day. One had so little,

yet his hope and spirit ran so
high—the other had so much, yet
his spirit was so low.
In my 13 years of dentistry I

had never experienced anything
quite like this refugee camp. In
dental school I had never imag-
ined it—never dreamed of it—
for there our conversation and
expectations as students centered
around our hopeful future finan-
cial rewards (self-acquisition),
anticipated prestige (self-recogni-
tion), the supposed joy of being
one's own boss (self-control or
autonomy), and eminent success
(self-sufficiency with self-promi-
nence). However, at this particular
moment in this camp of displaced
people struggling to survive, what
hollow rewards these seemed to
be, compared to the satisfaction
of helping those who had received
so little help.

Role Modeling—Where
Values are Built

As dental educators and practi-
tioners we hold an important stake
in the future of dentistry in rela-
tionship to the values we are trans-
mitting and the signals we are
sending to potential candidates for
dental school, our students and
young dentists, for they have
a strong tendency to become
like us.
Have we been sending out the

right signals? Are we communi-
cating to them that what makes
dentistry so attractive is that it is a
healing, helping profession?
As educators, are we sending

them signals that say we care
about them as individuals? In the
midst of our demands of them we
so often fail to communicate we
care about them, and if we don't
care about them, how can we
expect them to view dentistry as a
caring profession. In the melee of
the high pressure, performance
atmosphere of dental school a
certain number of students are
experiencing self-doubt, feelings of
inadequacy and discouragement—
feelings they probably hide for the
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most part. Why? Too often their
role models also hide such inner
feelings due to the societal stigma
of such. We display our strengths
to our students so well, but it's far
more difficult to openly and hon-
estly convey our human vulner-
ability.
The same process, the display of

strength and the success image
while concealing weakness and
human vulnerability, is also true
of too many private practitioners
in relating to young potential can-
didates. However, such inward
honesty is vital in facilitating
meaningful communication with
them as well as role modeling a
more complete person.
Perhaps in education we have

become top heavy operating in
the realm of the cognitive and
objective—urging our students on
to ascend the magic mountain of
technical knowledge, psychomotor
skills and production capacity—at
the expense of the affective, the
subjective, the feeling. I firmly
believe it is in this latter realm
where values, a positive image of
the profession and oneself, and
true inner satisfaction are born,
bringing balance to the whole
man.

It is all our responsibilities to
paint a true picture of ourselves
and the dental profession to the
young aspirant. Yes, one can pro-
vide a comfortable living, usually
as a result of some loving parents
and mates who helped finance the
education, but only a few rise to
affluence as apparent self-made
men. Most of us are quite vulner-
able and quite human underneath
it all. Prestige is not the ultimate
goal of life, but should one ulti-
mately find he is truly admired by
others, it probably came as a
result of his inner character rather
than outer flash. Neither is success
in the eyes of the world the ulti-
mate possession of life, for some
men have had that and lost what
really counts—their values, their
families, and sometimes, even
their lives.
Somehow, somewhere along the

road—in regard to dentistry as

well as other professions—our
culture has set a trap for us,
telling us and urging us to believe
that the pursuit of financial se-
curity (self-acquisition), prestige
(self-recognition), autonomy (self-
control), and success in the eyes
of the world (self-sufficiency with
self-prominence), represent the
highest values in life which are
destined one day to deliver us true
happiness. I challenge that such is
true. Personal observation and the
journalistic exposition of discon-
tentedness, divorce, drug abuse,
burn-out and suicide among pro-
fessionals don't bear it out.
However, on a more positive

note, another message has been
sounded in the past, but all too
infrequently. I never will forget an
elderly oral surgeon, a private
practitioner and part-time faculty
member at Baylor College of Den-
tistry who lectured to our senior
class shortly before graduation.
He spoke of those values of the
inner man which would sustain
one through his lifetime as a
professional—along both the val-
leys and the mountaintops. He
spoke of family, inner satisfaction
from altruistic service to others,
and meaningful relationships. To
him the dentist was more than a
technical expert, more than a
prestigious member of the com-
munity with financial security—he
was a whole human being requir-
ing the delicate balancing of body,
mind and spirit. For sure, some of
us chuckled inside at this elderly
idealist standing before us. One
even fell asleep. But his words and
his person made a lasting impact
on many of us.
As the years have passed it has

occurred to me that those who
have made the most profound
and positive impact on my life
have been those unusual people
who have exuded a visible sense
of values—men with enthusiasm
and the ability to inspire—ener-
gizers who seem to possess that
special gift of life. They have been
people who care deeply about
more than their own status, se-
curity and apparent success in the

eyes of the world, but have passed
a step far beyond such limited,
inadequate values to invest them-
selves in the lives of others.
They have modeled something

powerful and contagious—a set of
values worth living for—values en-
compassing not only technical
competence in their chosen en-
deavor, but values saturated with
the deeper things of life that spring
forth from the well of the inner
man.
These are not the "self-seekers."

Rather, they are the "others seek-
ers," and hopefully to them be-
longs the future of dentistry as a
healing, helping profession.
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A TREASURY OF DENTISTRY

Gardner P.H. Foley

When a writer constructs a col-
lection of paragraphs for the enter-
tainment or edification of his
readers, he usually binds them
together so as to present related
material on an embracive titled
subject. However, now and then
the author will decide to write an
offering that will contain several
paragraphs, but with a different
subject for each one of them. So it
is that in this production I have
tried to provide a variety of sub-
jects in brief formations.
James Kendall Burgess was a

dentist who merited a fine distinc-
tion among dentists of his era. A
graduate of the Baltimore College
of Dental Surgery in 1891, he prac-
ticed in Baltimore, 1892-1909. Dur-
ing that period he served on the
faculty of his alma mater as Pro-
fessor of Prosthetic Dentistry. In
1909 he removed to New York,
but for five years he commuted
one day a week to lecture on
Crown and Bridge Work at the
B.C.D.S. He developed the Burgess
pinledge and pinlay attachments
for interior fixed bridges and the
twin-lock attachment for molars.
He received a very unusual dis-
tinction when his name was given
as the author's dentist in Robert
Benchley's widely read "The Tooth,
the Whole Tooth, and Nothing but
the Tooth." But I particularly wish
to present a memorable quotation
from Burgesses' paper "Dentistry
is a Composite Profession" read
before several dental societies in
1916:

Dentistry is a composite pro-
fession. Perhaps no other call-

ing demands of its followers
greater variety in the matter
of intellectual attainments and
physical accomplishments.
The dentist, in his highest de-
velopment, must combine
within himself some of the
special and peculiar mental
and practical qualifications
that belong to the surgeon,
the engineer, the artist, and
the artificer.

During World War I, Clark
Williams, a prominent figure in
New York banking circles, served
as a Red Cross representative with
the First Division. In his The Story
of a Grateful Citizen (1934) he tells
this provocative story: "On a field
trip to Field Hospital No. 13, I met
General Bullard, who requested
me to secure a large number of
tooth brushes for the men of his
command (1st Division). I stated
my willingness to comply with his
request provided he would prom-
ulgate a general order to accom-
pany the tooth brushes that in no
case were they to be used for
cleaning rifles. To this, with a
smile, he gave consent."

From reading hundreds of bio-
graphical and autobiographical
volumes I have gleaned a large
body of evidence that many im-
portant and usually wealthy per-
sons, especially English, pay very
little attention to the care of their
teeth. Even after losing their na-
tural teeth, they seem to be indif-
ferent to the quality of their

prosthodontic replacements. Pat-
rick O'Higgins, following fourteen
years of close business association
with Helena Rubenstein, the cos-
metic tycoon, wrote an "intimate
biography" of his former em-
ployer. There are two sentences in
the book that certify Rubenstein's
membership in the paradoxical
class of intelligent and wealthy
dental cripples who were shame-
fully neglectful of their dental
health.—"While working Madame
was prone to suck on sugar balls,
toffee or crystal mints." and "Her
dentures clattered like castanets
on crusts of French bread."

During my career as a writer of
dental notes and articles, I have
received an interesting and often
challenging "dividend": requests
from scores of readers for infor-
mation on dental subjects, some
of them recondite indeed. An ex-
ample of this really troublesome
class of inquiries came from a
faculty associate several years ago.
While attending a fraternity con-
vention he was invited to give a
paper at the next year's meeting.
He casually accepted the honor,
and when the program chairman
asked for his subject, he recklessly
replied, "Sex and Dentistry." The
chairman was delighted and pre-
dicted that the essayist would
have a large audience, with the
wives also in attendance out of
curiosity. He came to me in des-
peration and begged for help. With
materials from my files and from
references I gave him, my friend
was enabled to work up a sur-
prisingly interesting and certainly
an amazingly extensive coverage
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of his once worrisome subject—
and he did have the largest audi-
ence in the history of the fra-
ternity's annual meeting!

In 1903 the dental journals were
proclaiming the historical impor-
tance of a meeting held in Febru-
ary in Chicago under the auspices
of the local Odontographic Soci-
ety. Items of Interest gave this
epoch-making meeting" represen-
tative praise: "No meeting of such
magnitude has ever been held
before." The statistical information
provides interesting comparative
data. There were five essayists,
twenty-five clinicians, and more
than two thousand dentists in
attendance. Over eighty years later
the figures seem to reflect a
relatively humble organizational
effort by a Chicago society, but
that 1903 meeting became histori-
cally a landmark among dental
meetings.

The Civil War literature provides
only widely scattered and short
references to the dental experi-
ences of the men who were en-
gaged on both sides. However,
in reading the autobiographical
accounts written by the Blue
and the Gray participants, the re-
searcher now and then comes
across items of dental interest.
Also the noncombatant writer may
provide a brief note on Civil War
dentistry. In A Vanished World
(1964) Anne G. Sneller wrote about
the town of Cicero in up-state
New York in the second half of
the nineteenth century. In her
description of the town's activities
during the Civil War she wrote:
"But hiring a substitute was not
the only method of escaping the
war. Two of the prominent men of
the town had all their teeth pulled
so that they could plead inability
to chew hardtack and be declared
unfit for service."

On March 21, 1900, the Rever-
end George A. Gordon, pastor of
the Old South Church, addressed
a joint meeting of the New York

Institute of Stomatology and the
venerable American Academy of
Dental Science in Boston. From
this address I quote a very discern-
ing observation that can be grate-
fully accepted as a potent tribute
to the contributions made by den-
tists to the health and well-being
of their patients: "I looked at the
titles of these two societies and I
thought that the dreadful thing
would be not to have a congrega-
tion with teeth, but to have one
without teeth. What could one do
with such a congregation? Bad
digestion, eternal dyspepsia; could
it issue in anything other than
unhappy, pessimistic souls, impa-
tient, impossible?"

To find dental anecdotes one
has to count on the blessed aid of
serendipity—read loads of books
and find them in unexpected
sources. Thus I discovered this
strange story in Dorothy Rice
Sims' Curiouser and Curiouser
(1940). Her father had a strong
philanthropic bent that led him to
give monetary aid and persuasive
encouragement to several young
men whom he regarded as prodi-
gies. His daughter recalled vividly
one of those "prodigies" who made
good: "A recognized chess kibitzer,
he suddenly felt the call to be a
dentist. Father paid for his educa-
tion. The prodigy graduated and
became a dentist. He needed an
office. Father found one and fitted
it up. Along came a chess outing;
naturally he had to attend. Father
advanced him the cash. In his
absence some crooks broke in and
stole his office equipment. He
sued Father. His point was that if
Father hadn't advanced him
money for the outing, the crooks
wouldn't have been able to steal
the office equipment."

When Edward Weeks, later to
be a notable editor of the cele-
brated Atlantic Monthly, was finish-
ing his campaign to ready his
physique for the arduous experi-
ences he anticipated as an ambu-
lance driver for the American

Field Service with the French
Army in 1917, he received an
exceptionally frank sendoff from
his family dentist. In My Green
Age (1973) Weeks recalled that
episode of chairside humor: "I
took my typhoid shots, after which
I went to the family dentist, Dr.
Walter Woolsey [Elizabeth N.J.] to
have my teeth filled. There seemed
to be a good many cavities, and on
the last appointment, as he
reached in with the buzzer, he
remarked in his dry humor, 'I
don't see why we bother with all
this when you'll probably be tor-
pedoed on the way across.—

While I was in Atlanta attending
the 1984 A.D.A. meeting, I carried
out a long cherished desire to visit
the Stone Mountain area so that I
might view with enthusiastic ap-
preciation that glorious memorial
to Davis, Jackson, and Lee, the
great leaders of the Confederacy.
Naturally I visited the Museum in
the Park. I was surprised to find
among the Civil War exhibits a
Maynard rifle, invented by Ed-
ward Maynard, a famous Washing-
ton dentist. Until I informed her,
the curator had not known the
identity of the rifle's inventor. For
gun and Civil War buffs par-
ticularly I quote the information
card: "This 50 caliber, single
shot, breechloading carbine repre-
sented one of the many attempts
to develop serviceable breech-
loading weapons. The barrel
tipped forward allowing the inser-
tion of the single metal cartridge.
In excess of 20,000 were pur-
chased." Absent from the placard
was the information that the rifle
was a Yankee production and
probably a captured firearm. The
Smithsonian Institution has on dis-
play a Maynard rifle in pristine
condition. The largest collection
of Maynard rifles that I know of is
in a very unlikely location: the
Coors Brewery in Golden, Colo-
rado. I was delighted to respond
two years ago to a request from
the Coors company for informa-
tion about Dr. Maynard..6.
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RECRUITMENT OF
APPLICANTS

The future of dentistry will be different—so why not look for
different applicants?

H. Barry Waldman

As I write these words, there is
a teen-ager (possibly female) hav-
ing her dental service needs pro-
vided by an owner or employed
dentist (either male or female) in
a solo practice, dental franchise,
department store, large partner-
ship, professional corporation or
any number of other practice
arrangements. The young patient
is satisfied with the service and
increasingly becomes interested in
the possibility of a career as a
dentist in a similar setting. Such an
event is not too different from that
of teen-agers (probably male) in
past decades who had their service
needs provided by solo practition-
ers (most certainly male) and deve-
loped an interest in the profession
and went on to become the dentists
of the succeeding generation. The
difference is that teen-agers in the
1980's are receiving treatment in
a growing variety of settings from
both male and female dentists.

H. Barry Waldman, DDS, MPH, PhD.
Professor and Chairman, Department of
Dental Health, School of Dental Medicine,
State University of New York at Stony
Brook, Stony Brook, N.Y. 11794-8715

To some degree, the continuance
of the traditional forms of dental
practice was the result of solo
dentists encouraging young men
and women who were attracted to
the solo entrepreneural form of
business (i.e. practice). It requires
little imagination to envision an
increasing emphasis in the chang-
ing patterns of dental practice as
different women and men are
attracted in the 1980's and beyond
to the profession because of the
compatibility of their interests with
the changing modalities of practice.
practice.
Although almost three quarters

of private practice dentists in the
early 1980's remain in solo prac-
tice,' the continuing trend in prac-
tice patterns seems to be away
from this arrangement—especially
for younger practitioners. (In 1982,
the average age of dentists in a
non-solo practice was 43 years; 46
for solo dentists. The median year
of graduation from dental school
was 1967 for non-solo dentists;
1964 for solo practitioners?) While
the evolving pattern of dental prac-
tice may be disconcerting to many
current practitioners, understand-
ing the course of this change and

the effect on the interests of pros-
pective recruits for the profession
could aid in the efforts to increase
the number of applicants to schools
of dentistry.

Applicants—

Reports of the literature since
the late 1970's3-6 repeatedly have
reviewed the decline in the number
of applicants to schools of dentistry
and have emphasized the need to
establish recruitment programs to
attract qualified young women and
men to the evolving profession of
dentistry. Many of the writers de-
scribe the changing negative envi-
ronment for the practice of dentis-
try (e.g. increasing costs for dental
education with resulting major
debts as students graduate, increas-
ing numbers of practitioners and
declines in practitioner busyness
and income). But few have related
the general changes to more com-
plex practice arrangements and
the difficulty in attracting appli-
cants to the profession.
The sincere efforts by family

dentists to encourage young men
(and occasionally women) were
successful because the would-be
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dentists were hearing about the
profession from enthusiastic
recruiters and were seeing the
actual practice setting which stim-
ulated this encouraging attitude.
The outcome of this effort by these
solo practitioners was (and is) as
expected. The majority of appli-
cants (both in the past and the
present) sought a career in dentis-
try because of the "desire to be my
own boss."6.7
But "being one's own boss" is but

one of a number of available
options; and for many, it may no
longer be a viable alternative. Yet,
because most individuals continue
to receive dental services from solo
entrepreneurs,2 solo practitioners
may unconsciously be presenting
(by example) the traditional prac-
tice role model as the only available
alternative.
In an earlier study by this writer,'

an effort was made to determine
the extent of knowledge that pre-
dental college students had of the
evolving delivery patterns of dental
services and the degree to which
these changes would affect their
interests for particular careers in
dentistry. For the most part, the
respondents demonstrated a gen-

eral lack of knowledge of par-
ticular changes (except for a very
few respondents who commented
on commercialism in the profes-
sion, developments in prevention,
esthetics in dental restorations and
the profession's concern for nutri-
tion). Virtually all respondents
expected eventual self-employ-
ment and individual practice—
even those few students who were
aware of the increasing number of
practices with two or more den-
tists. The general findings of the
study were summarized with the
thought that, "Hopefully, the cur-
rent generation of predental stu-
dents is not to be our profession's
dinosaurs; i.e. attracted because of
their experiences and interests to
a system of care which has moved
to other modalities."

Expectations—

Whether because of the chang-
ing realities of practice or initial
differences in the interests of stu-
dents, recent senior dental stu-
dents increasingly report expecta-
tions of changing practice
arrangements. In some cases, these

differences become even more pro-
nounced when these expectations
are considered by gender.' For
example:

I. Immediate expectations—
(Changes between the classes
of 1979 and 1984)

a. Generally, a decrease in
immediate plans to open a
practice (either solo or
with partner[s]). However,
this is a reflection of a
major decrease in the
number of male graduates
who anticipate starting a
practice. The number of
female graduates expect-
ing solo practice arrange-
ments increased some-
what, while the number
anticipating immediate
partnership arrangements
increased by approxi-
mately 50%.

b. Marked increase in expec-
tations of employment, for
both male and female
graduates.

c. Marked increase in post-
graduate education plans.

d. Marked decrease in gov-
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ernment employment ex-
pectations. (Table I)*

II. Five year postgraduate
plans—(Changes between
the classes of 1980 and 1984)
a. Decrease in number of

male graduates, and in-
crease in female graduates
who anticipate solo prac-
tice.

b. Increase in male and fe-
male graduates expecting
partner arrangements.

'Data presented in the Journal of Dental
Education are in terms of percents. How-
ever, no effort was made to take into
consideration the changing ratio of male
and female students graduating from den-
tal school. For example: Although the total
number of graduates in 1979 and 1984 were
similar (5,424 in 1979, and 5,337 in 1984)
634 women graduated in 1979 and 1,063
in 1984. Data in this presentation are in
terms of actual numbers of graduates. The
numbers were generated by multiplying the
percentages in the Journal report by the
actual number of graduates. It should be
noted that the percentages are based upon
samples and relating the percentages and
the resultant numbers to the total popula-
tion of graduates should be done with care.
No information is available in the Journal
report relative to sample size or the approx-
imation of the sample to the population.

c. Decrease in male and
increase in female gradu-
ates who anticipate
employed arrangements.

d. Decrease in male and
female graduates who
anticipate teaching,
research and administra-
tive postions. (Table II)

Over time, the combination of
different practice expectations by
graduating male and female dental
students and the continuing
increase in the percent of female
students in entering dental school
classes (e.g. in 1980, 19.8% of enter-
ing classes were women; 27.1% in
198411,14) may prove to be a signif-
icant aspect of the evolving pattern
of dental practice.

Economics—

The prospects of changing pat-
terns of practice is of secondary
importance in the recruitment pro-
cess if the general economy of
dentistry does not improve. Fortu-
nately, since 1982 there have been
increasing signs that the econom-
ics of dentistry are rebounding! For
example:

1. Between 1982 and 1983,
expenditures for dental servi-
ces increased at a rate greater
than all other areas of health
expenditures (including hos-
pital, physician, drugs and
medical supplies, eyeglasses
and appliances). In addition,
in 1983, the annual rate of
change for national dental
expenditures was about four
times the change in the Con-
sumer Price Index.'

2. Between 1979 and 1981 there
was a decrease in constant
dollar expenditures (i.e. after
the removal of the effects of
inflation) per active private
practitioner. However, by
1982 and 1983, the decline had
been reversed. Despite contin-
uing increases in the number
of practitioners, constant dol-
lar expenditures per active
practitioner had increased.
(Table III) (Note: between
1978 and 1984, there was a
decrease in the number of
entering places in dental
schools by over 1,200 stu-
dents (from 6,301 to 5,047
places.'"2)

3. Department of Commerce
reports on the dental supply

Table I. Immediate post-graduate plans for dental school seniors, 1979 and 1984

graduation class, by gender(9-12)

All seniors Males Females

1979" 1984 1979 1984 1979 1984

Solo Priv. Pract. 1014 624 967 576 43 51

Priv. Practice 813
with partner(s)

699 728 576 83 120

Employed in a 1155
practice

1830 981 1423 174 402

Advanced education 911 1243 785 965 124 275

Other professional 37

activities
(teach, research,

ad ml n)

48 28 34 9 11

Gov't service 862 437 747 359 110 79

Undecided 629 458 541 333 88 124

Total graduates** 5424 5337 4790 4274 634 1063

*Prior to 1984, the response rate for the Survey of Dental Senior was between 62 and 67 percent; for 1984, the response

rate was 70.4% (13)
**Sums of individual categories do not equal totals because of rounding.
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Table II. Five year postgraduation plans for dental school seniors, 1980 and 1984

graduation class, by gender(9-12)

All Seniors Males Females

1980 1984 1980 1984 1980 1984

Solo Priv. Pract. 2191 1969 2007 1730 179 248
Priv. Practice

with partner(s)
2086 2498 1776 1919 319 575

Employed in a
practice

378 309 295 196 86 113

Advanced education 189 218 163 179 28 43
Other professional

activities
(teach, research,
admin)

120 90 81 59 42 31

Gov't service 78 80 68 68 12 10
Undecided 210 160 158 123 49 384

Total graduates* 5256 5337 4541 4274 715 1063

*Sums of individual categories do not equal totals because of rounding

industry for 1983 indicated
that, industry shipment
increased by two percent
(after adjustment for infla-
tion) following a non-growth
year in 1982. In addition,
industry employment
increased to 18,000 from
15,400 in 1982.19.20

While there are still areas within
the country where economic prob-
lems exist, and changes are pro-
posed in tax legislation which could
impact negatively on dental insur-
ance programs (e.g. maximums
for tax free health insurance fringe
benefits), the general signs would
seem to indicate that the profes-
sion has weathered the recession
of the early 1980's.

Number of dentists—

Despite improvements in the eco-
nomics of dentistry in the mid

1980's and a 20% reduction
between 1978 and 1984 in the
number of entering places in den-
tal schools, questions regarding the
number of current and future prac-
titioners must be considered in any
effort to stimulate recruitment to
the profession. There are any
number of studies and anecdotal
presentations in the literature dur-
ing the late 1970's and early 1980's
describing local, regional and
national oversupply of practition-
ers. However, the May 1984 Report
to the President and Congress on
the Status of Health Personnel in
the United States' (based on com-
puter modeling procedures) pre-
dicts that within 15 years, (the
period when near-future appli-
cants would be developing practi-
ces) there will be a shortage of at
least 4,000 practitioners to meet
the demand for services.
The report reviews the inter-

relations of applicants, minorities
and women, numbers of gradu-
ates, current supply of dentists,
geographic distribution, specializa-
tion, characteristics of practice,
auxiliaries, practitioner income
and numbers of other related fac-
tors. Essentially, as a result of the
decline in dental school enrollment
and anticipated increasing
demand for dental service, it is
estimated that by the late 1980's
. . . the growth in aggregate
demand (for care) catches up with
the growth in aggregate supply.'
From the latter half of the 1980's

through the end of the century,
employment of personnel and
equipment in the typical dentist's
office is expected to increase to
meet the increasing demand for
services. At the same time, consu-
mers will face a slightly rising price
for dental care relative to the
overall rate of inflation. This

Table Ill. Number of active private dentists and current and constant dollar national expenditures

for dental services per dentists: 1979-1983. (15-18)

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

Number of active dentists 104,905* 108,672 112,439 116,208* 119,975
National dental expenditures per dentist $126,781 $141,709 $153,861 $167,802 $181,704
Expenditures in constant dollars per dentist $ 58,236 $ 57,372 $ 56,504 $ 58,143 $ 61,179

*Represent reported data by the American Dental Association for active private practitioners. Data for other years were
estimated by prorating the ADA data.
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increase in costs could dampen, to
some extent, the growth in the
comsumption of dental services.

. . . within 15 years, (the
period when near-future appli-
cants would be developing
practices) there will be a short-
age of at least 4,000 practi-
tioners to meet the demand
for services.

Overall, it is estimated that, by
the year 2000 there wi//be shortage
of 4,000 dentists. The requirement
for additional dentists is defined as,
"the number of dentists needed to
prevent inflation in the dental
sector."'

The role of current
practitioners-

No doubt, from the perspective
of some dental practitioners, the
potential recruit to the dental pro-
fession has became a "potential
competitor." But in reality, the
teen-ager (possibly female) who is
having her dental services pro-
vided by an owner or employed
dentist in any number of practice
arrangements (as you read these
words), is considering a career for
his/her future, not for some time
in 1985 or even 1990. Do we not
owe that youngster and the
patients for whom he or she will
provide care, the best objective
advice possible for their future-
not for our future here and now?

But as we provide the necessary
encouragement, we must
remember that the future of den-
tistry will be different and we must
look for applicants who may not
replicate the past or even the pres-
ent. But has it ever been different?
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NEWS 
OF

FELLOWS
Arthur A. Dugoni, Dean of the

School of Dentistry, University of
the Pacific in San Francisco, was
elected President of the American
Board of Orthodontists. This
Board is the official certifying
agency in orthodontics and is
sponsored by the American Asso-
ciation of Orthodontists. Dr. Du-
goni is currently a Trustee of the
American Dental Association repre-
senting the Thirteenth District.

Arthur A. Dugoni

John M. Coady of Chicago has
recently retired as Executive Di-
rector for the American Dental
Association. He served in that posi-
tion since 1979.

Herbert SchIlder of Boston has
been elected president of the
American Association of Endo-
dontists. Dr. Schilder is professor
and chairman of the department
of endodontics and assistant dean
for continuing education at Boston
University's Goldman School of
Graduate Dentistry.

George C. Paffenbarger of Gaithers-
burg, Maryland has been honored
by the American Dental Associa-
tion Health Foundation when the
Foundation renamed the dental
research unit at the National
Bureau of Standards as the Paffen-
barger Research Center. Dr. Paf-
fenbarger has been instrumental
in improving dental care over the
past fifty years, most of those
years as director for dental re-
search at the Bureau of Standards.
He contributed greatly to the ADA
specifications and certification pro-
grams. During his tenure at the
Bureau of Standards, inventions
that changed the practice of den-
tistry such as the high speed contra-
angle handpiece, panoramic X-Ray
and composite restorations were
all developed.
Dr. Paffenbarger has also been

honored by his Alma Mater, the
Ohio State University College of
Dentistry, when that institution
established its first chair in his
honor. In addition, the school is
constructing a research laboratory
for restorative dentistry to be
named "The George C. Paffenbar-
ger Dental Research Laboratory."

Max Chubin of Chicago has
been honored as Alumnus of
the Year by the Loyola Univer-
sity School of Dentistry Alumni
Association.

Eugene Schlagel of Brooklyn,
New York has been appointed to
the New York State Board for
Dentistry. Dr. Schlagel is an endo-
dontist and is associated with an
endodontic group in Brooklyn.

Robert V. Walker of Dallas has
been designated by the Baylor
University Dental Alumni Associa-
tion as Distinguished Alumnus of
1985. An oral surgeon, Dr. Walker
is professor of surgery at the
University of Texas Health Science
Center. He has published widely
with a primary interest in TMJ
research.

George C. Paffenbarger

I. Lawrence Kerr of Vestal, New
York, former ADA President, has
received the Thomas Evans Award
from the International Friends of
the University of Pennsylvania
School of Dental Medicine. The
Award was in honor of Dr. Kerr's
lifetime of dedication to dental
medicine and public education.
Dr. Kerr recently served as the
first chairman of the newly estab-
lished United States Olympic Com-
mittee on Dental Health.

Prem S. Sharma, Milwaukee,
was elected secretary-treasurer of
the American Society of Dentistry
for Children. Dr. Sharma is asso-
ciate dean at Marquette University
School of Dentistry.

Robert V. Walker
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NEWS 
OF 

FELLOWS 

R. Chester Redhead, Sr.

James W. Smudski, Dean of the
University of Pittsburgh School
of Dental Medicine, received an
honorary fellowship from the
Academy of General Dentistry for
his support of continuing educa-
tion programs

Arthur C. McFeaters, Jr.

R. Chester Redhead, Sr., an oral
surgeon in New York City has
been honored by the Greater Metro-
politan New York Dental Society
for his many years of service to
the profession and for continued
dedicated assistance to young
dental students.

Harriet S. Goldman of New
York City has been elected presi-
dent of the American Academy of
Oral Medicine. Dr. Goldman is
associate professor of oral medi-
cine and of behavioral sciences
and community health at New
York University College of Den-
tistry. She is a member of the New
York State Board for Dentistry.

John G. Kramer of Martins Ferry,
Ohio was named to a three-year
term to the fifteen-member Uni-
versity Hospitals Board by the Ohio
State University Board of Trustees

Arthur C. McFeaters, Jr., Pitts-
burgh has been selected as the
Distinguished Alumnus of the Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh School of
Dental Medicine for 1985. He was
honored for his services to the
dental school, the profession and
the community. Dr. McFeaters is
an endodontist.

James W. Holley, III of Ports-
mouth, Virginia was elected Mayor
of Portsmouth and serves on the
Housing and Economic Develop-
ment Committee for the United
States Conference of Mayors.

James J. Caveney

James J. Caveney, a Wheeling
orthodontist, has been elected
president of the West Virginia
Dental Association. He is the first
president of the WVDA to be a
graduate of the West Virginia
School of Dentistry.

James W. Holley, III
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SECTION
ACTIVITIES

Northern California

The Northern California Section
has established two American Col-
lege of Dentists Perpetual Plaques,
one for each of the dental schools
in the San Francisco area: the
University of California School of
Dentistry and the University of
the Pacific School of Dentistry.
Each year there will be a student
award "In Recognition Of Exem-
plary Professionalism While A
Student Of Dentistry".
The current recipient of the stu-

dent award for each year will
have his or her name engraved on
the plaque of the school that the
student attends. Each of them also
receives a perma-plaqued certifi-
cate from the Section.
This year's awardees were Dr.

Charles Jackson of the University
of the Pacific and Dr. Constance
Whisler, University of California
at San Francisco.
The Section also presented its

annual award for Meritorious Ser-
vice to Dr. William L. Gee for his
many years of contributions to
community and civic affairs.

Dean Arthur A. Dugoni, left, University of the Pacific School of Dentistry and Dean
John C. Greene, University of California School of Dentistry (at San Francisco) exhibit
the American College of Dentists perpetual plaques that will be on display at each
dental school. The awards are projects of the Northern California Section.

SECTION REPRESENTATIVES TO MEET IN SAN FRANCISCO
Section Representatives of the

American College of Dentists will
meet at 4:00 p.m. on Friday, No-
vember 1, 1985, at the Westin St.
Francis Hotel in San Francisco.
The Section Committee, consisting
of Doctors Harold Pressman, Chair-
man, Leslie Bell and Ralph Lopez,
as members, and Robert Elliott
and Joseph Cappuccio as Board
Representatives, have developed a
program which is of great interest

to Sections. Not only will the
speakers be sharing ideas of Sec-
tion activities, but will also be pro-
viding opportunity for discussion
and comments about individual
Section programs. Each Section is
to be officially represented by a
member. However, all Section Offi-
cers and Fellows of the College are
most certainly invited to attend.
Upon completion of the formal

program and the discussion pe-

riod, Section Representatives will
meet with their respective Re-
gents.
Chairman Pressman hopes that

each Fellow of the College who is
present for this meeting will be
challenged to go back to his home
Section and inspire the Section to
a rebirth of the ideals for which
the College stands.
A large attendance is expected at

this annual meeting.
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The West Michigan Dental Society pre-
sents the Silent Bell Award to Dr. Julius
Freaks, Jr. Left to right are pictured
Henry L Homan, Julius Franks and
Charles VanDyken. Drs. Homan and
VanDyken represented the Michigan
Section of the ACD.

Colorado
The Colorado Section presented

its "Man of the Year" award to Dr.
Wilmer B. Eames of Aurora,
Colorado. The award was pre-
sented by Dr. Miles R. Markley.
Dr. Eames has been a practitioner,
a teacher and researcher. His
re-search in restorative materials
has influenced dentistry interna-
tionally.
Regent Leo E. Young was guest

speaker and his address covered
the present functions of the Col-
lege, as well as future growth and
goals.

Michigan

A group of Fellows in the West
Michigan area, several years ago,
decided that something should be
done to recognize outstanding
service and contributions by den-
tists in their area. They decided on
a Distinguished Service Award in
recognition of members of the
West Michigan Dental Society who
deserved this honor. One member
would be selected each year for
this honor by an Awards Com-
mittee composed of Fellows of the
American College of Dentists.
Fellowship in the College was not

a requirement for receiving the
annual award.
The Award is a "Silent Bell", an

engraved brass bell without a
clapper, symbolic of quiet, dedi-
cated contributions made to the
profession or community without
self aggrandizement or commer-
cial interests. The award was
established in 1981.
This year's recipient was Dr.

Julius Franks, Jr. of Grand Rapids.
A leader all his life, Dr. Franks was
an All-American Football player at
the University of Michigan in 1942.

Upper Midwest

Upper Midwest Section activities
are centered mainly at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota Dental School
and with its curriculum to teach
ethics. This year over twenty Fel-
lows were involved in this im-
portant activity. This study is one
of several designed to establish
the validity of the Dental Ethical
Sensitivity Test and the participa-
tion of the American College of
Dentists locally continues to play a
vital role in the Ethics Curriculum.
The project has attracted na-

tional attention and several other
dental schools are exploring the
use of this curriculum.
A University-wide task force was

initiated to develop a mission state-
ment and a budget for the Study
of Ethics.
As a result, a generous grant of

$300,000. has been made by a
Foundation that enables the es-
tablishment of a Center for the
Study of Ethics at the Health
Sciences Unit of the University of
Minnesota.

The Southern California Section has
established its Achievement Award
for senior dental students from
Southern California Dental Schools
"who have shown great potential for
future contribution and service to
the dental profession and to the pub-
lic the profession serves." 1985 Achieve-
ment Award winners are, left, Gregory
Matthew Brooks of the University of
Southern California and, right, Beth
Rhode Hamann of Loma Linda Uni-
versity. Section Chairman Richard
B. Hancock, center, presented the
awards at the Annual ACD-ICD Meet-
ing held in conjunction with the
Annual Session of the California
Dental Association at Anaheim.
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